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The Pakistan Business Council

Research-
based business 
advocacy body

Partners and 
supports the 
government

Not a trade body or a chamber. Does not advocate 
interests of any one member or sector

Takes a 
broader and a 
more medium 
to longer term 

perspective
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PBC Member Companies
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Deliberately kept concise and directional. No quick-fixes

PBC recognizes that business cannot succeed 
without an enabling environment

...... that other stakeholders can speak with 
greater authority on matters beyond the 
economy

PBC's 100 - Day Economic Agenda
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The foremost need is to create jobs, value-added exports, 
import substitution and a broader tax base

A market of 200+ Mn provides ample scope to 
create scale

In trying to manage the short-term, a new 
government must not neglect the fundamental 

flaws that need to be addressed

Pakistan is de-industrialising prematurely.

Growth of manufacturing lags SA neighbors

Pakistan has lost share in world exports, whilst 
Bangladesh doubled and Vietnam grew 

seven-fold in last decade and a half

Summary

We are becoming a nation of traders, happy 
to import goods and export jobs 

An IMF program appears inevitable

Government and opposition should unite to 
address the flaws that have undermined 

manufacturing and made Pakistan 
import-reliant

Failure to do so will perpetuate the recurrent 
cycles of external account pressure

Pakistan has been to the IMF on 12 occasion 
in the past 28 years
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Balance "control" with "support"

Address the anti-business bias

High level inter-ministerial body with private 
sector participation under the PM to align all 
policies

Balance the short-term revenue need with 
long-term benefit of robust export-oriented 
industry

Align Government Polcies
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Housing alone has potential for 2 Mn jobs 
annually

Energy at regionally competitive cost can 
generate a further 1 Mn 

Growth of industry is constrained by poor 
infrastructure in crowded industrial areas

Long term policies will promote 
investment 

Scope to create jobs in the 
digital/knowledge economy

Create 2-3 Million Jobs Annually
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Power generation must keep pace with
growth of GDP

True demand is not known

Transmission and distribution losses remain a 
challenge

Exports will respond to competitive cost

Industry should be prioritized over other users

Phase out ine�cient & RFO plants

Indigenisation of fuel sources should be a 

priority as should hydel and renewable energy 

Energy at Competitive Cost
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Stop the brazen sale of smuggled and 
counterfeit goods

Make it easier and cheaper to do business

Tax profit, not turnover. All in business to 
file tax returns

Strengthen import valuation to counter 
under-invoicing

Care with transit goods

Level Playing Field with the Informal Sector
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Renegotiate current agreements before signing 
further

Creation of jobs through value-added exports 
and import substitution should be the main 
objective. Not just the export of commodities

FTA with China needs to be renegotiated to gain 
tari� parity with ASEAN for our exports and to 
encourage the Chinese to do more 
value-addition in Pakistan

Trade agreements with Thailand, Turkey and 
others should not be at the expense of local jobs

Smart Trade Agreements
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Gradual preferable to sharp adjustment of 
rates

Realism should over-ride egoistic 
management

South Korea, China and Japan are models 
worth emulating

Realistic Exchange Rates
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 Ensure cascading tari�s to encourage local 
manufacturing

Protect against dumping

Tari�s that Promote
Manufacturing over
Commercial Imports
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 Manufacturing, 13.5% of GDP cannot carry 58% of 
the tax burden

Available databases should be harnessed to 
broaden the tax base

Separate tax policy making from tax collection

Tax rate for companies should not exceed those for 
AOPs or sole traders

17% GST rate is high for an undocumented 
economy

There is a pro-imports bias in taxation

Pakistan suffers from one of the most 
complex taxation systems

More Equitable and Broader Tax Base
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Target FDI in essential sectors: Agri, Exports, 
infrastructure, technology

Market-seeking FMCG FDI is short payback

Tailor concessions to promote JVs and listing

FDI Policy should Promote
Exports and Technology
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Phase out Super Tax. Avoid confidence 
shattering knee-jerk revenue measures

Restore group taxation to FA 2007 basis

Exempt inter-corporate dividends from 
taxation

Maintain freedom to retain profit in 
reserves to deploy in investment

Facilitate Capital Accumulation
and Consolidation
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Allow industry to invest WWF and WPPF in 
up-skilling labour

Address high rate of stunting and wasting

Embed computer programming into school 
syllabus

Aggressively roll-out broadband to rural areas. 
Reduce taxes

Strengthen teaching of mathematics

Close the digital divide: class, generational and 
gender

 Up-Skill and Grow the
Digital Economy
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Prioritize cotton and oil-seeds over sugar and wheat

Step up research, especially in seeds

Land leveling, water course management, harvesting, storage and 
transportation require significant investment

$1 Bn potential for each million acre feet of water

22 Mn more acres in Southern Punjab, Sindh, Souther KP and 
Eastern Baluchistan
Canal e�ciency just 33% vs. global 90%

30 days storage vs 120 days requirement

Livestock and dairy is mainly subsistence and an 
add-on to cropping 

Provinces should implement one national 
standard

Agriculture, Livestock and Dairy Potential
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Pakistan very vulnerable

Urgent need for re-forestation

Use of plastics needs to be curbed and recycling 
promoted

E�uents, sewage and garbage handling 

Recognize and address the impact of CPEC 
projects on the environment

Promote conservation of energy 

Climate Change
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Country cannot sustain ine�cient SOEs 
for ever

Transfer from line control of ministries to 
a government holding company

Professional boards and targets to 
restructure 

Classify transparently into a) liquidate 
immediately; b) restructure and privatize; 
c) retain for strategic reasons

Account for progress

State Owned Enterprises
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Pakistan is water stressed 

Recognize and act

Price responsibly 

Conserve, store

Desalinate in coastal areas

Water
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Complete transparency of costs, benefits 
and financial flows

Ensure CPEC SEZ's do not undermine 
existing industry are incrementally 
positive on jobs, exports and import 
substitution

CPEC
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Essentials for a Competitive Pakistan

Well aligned government policies that support jobs, exports and import substitution; 

Energy at regionally competitive costs; 

Realistic exchange rates; 

Smartly negotiated (or re-negotiated) trade agreements; 

Level playing field with the informal sector;

More equitable and broader tax base;

Tari�s that promote manufacturing over commercial imports; 

Fiscal policy which facilitates capital accumulation and consolidation;

Tax rates which encourage more transparent corporate structures over unincorporated entities;  

Significant improvement in ease of doing business; 

Up-skilling and rapid growth of the digital and knowledge economy; 

Move agriculture, livestock and dairy from subsistence to professional basis; 

Support prices are driving farmers from providing industry inputs for value-addition and exports;

The country cannot sustain ine�cient SOEs for ever;.  

Addressing climate change is essential for life, not just the economy; 

Greater transparency on CPEC .
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8th Floor, Dawood Center,
M.T. Khan Road,
Karachi, Pakistan

T - +92 21 3563 0528 - 29
F -  +92 21 3563 0530

www.pbc.org.pk
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